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This paper lays the foundation for a quantitative theory of Gabor expansions
f (x)=k, nck, n e2?in:x g(x&k;). In analogy to wavelet expansions of Besov
TriebelLizorkin spaces, we show that the correct class of spaces which can be
characterized by the magnitude of the coefficients ck, n is the class of modulation
spaces. To analyze the behavior of the coefficients, it is necessary to invert the
Gabor frame operator on these spaces. We show that the frame operator is inver-
tible on modulation spaces if and only if it is invertible on L 2 and the atom g is in
a suitable space of test functions. A similar statement for wavelet theory is false. The
second part is devoted to Gabor analysis on general timefrequency lattices.
 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of time-frequency analysis is to understand the behavior of a
function f in terms of the time-frequency shifts of a single atom g. Such
ideas originated in quantum mechanics [35] and in communication theory
[24] in an attempt to expand general functions (quantum mechanical
states) with respect to states with minimal uncertainty. Writing Tx f (t)=
f (t&x), x, t # R, for translations and My f (t) :=e2?iyt f (t), y # R, for the
modulation operator or frequency shift, one seeks series expansions of the form
f = :
k, n # Z
ck, n Mn:Tk; g, (1)
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where g is a given function, the window function or Gabor atom, : and ;
are the lattice constants, and the coefficients ck, n are to be determined. In
homage of D. Gabor who first recognized the importance of such expan-
sions for signal analysis [24] , such series are commonly called Gabor
expansions. Physicists use the terminology phase-space expansions or
coherent state expansions. Alternatively one may look at the coefficients
( f, Mn: Tk; g) , k, n # Z, and try to restore f from this discrete set of infor-
mation. Both the coefficients ck, n and these inner products have a handy
interpretation in terms of signal analysis. They are a measure of the
amplitude of the frequency band at n: at time k;. Thus Gabor expansions
are considered an important tool in the time-frequency analysis of func-
tions. In order to fulfill these promises, a mathematical theory of Gabor
expansions should therefore
(I) provide a method to efficiently compute the coefficients in (1),
and
(II) characterize properties of functions, such as decay and smooth-
ness, or more generally, time-frequency concentration, in terms of these
coefficients.
A solution of (I) can be obtained by inverting the so-called Gabor frame
operator
Sf =S(g, :, ;) f = :
(n, k) # Z_Z
( f, Mn:Tk;g) Mn:Tk; g. (2)
If #=S&1g is the dual window, then ck, n=( f, Mn:Tk; #) and the
formula
f =S S &1f = :
(n, k) # Z_Z
( f, Mn: Tk;g) Mn:Tk; # (3)
yields a reconstruction of f from the inner products ( f, Mn: Tk;g) . Since
fast iterative methods for the inversion of S are known, problem (I) can be
dealt with adequately. See [27] for a discussion of frame algorithms. In
contrast to the numerical aspects, problem (II) has received little attention
so far, although its understanding is the declared purpose of time-frequency
analysis. With the exception of two short sections in Daubechies [5] and
BenedettoWalnut [4] and our general theory of coorbit spaces in [15, 16,
17, 26], the emphasis has been laid exclusively on L 2-theory. It is clear that
for the L 2-theory the orthogonal basis [Mk Tn/[0, 1] , k, n # Z] is perfectly
adequate. But with this basis one cannot even distinguish a step function
in L 2 from a C -function in L 2. This defect is due to the sharp cut-off in
the window g=/[0, 1] . The obvious remedy in this situation is to take a
smoother window. It is folklore wisdom that smoother windows facilitate
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a good time-frequency analysis . This philosophy motivates several recent
papers on Gabor theory, but it has never been put into a precise mathe-
matical form.
In this paper we will formulate a mathematical version of the folklore
principle and develop a quantitative theory of time-frequency analysis of
distributions. In this endeavor we draw from two sources. From our own
work on abstract coorbit spaces [15, 16, 26] we know what the right
classes of atoms are and how to appropriately characterize time-frequency
concentration. Further inspiration comes from the work of Walnut [40,
41] and Janssen [31] on the fine structure of the Gabor frame operator
and on the properties of the dual window.
Our results show several facets of Gabor theory. The first type of results
is similar in spirit to Janssen’s. We introduce certain Banach spaces of test
functions M w1, 1 which are much larger than the Schwartz class and thus in
practice impose less severe restrictions on the window g. Our main result
then essentially states that if the frame operator S is invertible on L2 and
if g # M w1, 1, then S is also invertible on M
w
1, 1. Our methods are disjoint
from Janssen’s and rely on the analysis of the Short Time Fourier Trans-
form and on Wiener’s lemma about absolutely convergent Fourier series.
Equipped with this analysis of test functions, we then proceed to the
time-frequency analysis of classes of distributions. These spaces, the so-
called modulation spaces, are defined by the decay properties of the Short
Time Fourier Transform and contain many classical function spaces. Here
the principal result shows how to characterize membership in modulation
spaces by the coefficients in a Gabor expansion. In this manner we obtain
a genuine time-frequency analysis that extends well beyond the ordinary
L2-theory. The mathematical problem boils down to proving that the frame
operator is invertible on such spaces. We show that the frame operator is
invertible on modulation spaces provided that it is invertible on L2 and
that the window g is ‘‘smooth enough’’. This result is a big improvement
over the qualitative results in [26] which derive such a statement only
for : and ; small enough. In particular, if S is invertible on L2 and g is
smooth enough, then S is invertible on the Bessel potential spaces H s=
[ f # L2 : f (|)(1 + ||| )s # L 2]. In view of the results in [26, 18] this is very
surprising.
The last type of result concerns the change of the time-frequency lattice.
Instead of :Z_;Z we consider a general lattice in R2 and we prove some
of the fundamental results of Gabor theory, such as the WexlerRaz
biorthogonality relations and a strong form of the uncertaintly principle
(the BalianLow theorem), for this case. Since the standard tricks, e.g.
Poisson summation formula, do not work in this case, we use the represen-
tation theory of the Heisenberg group and the metaplectic representation
to prove these results.
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It is illuminating to compare time-frequency analysis to wavelet theory.
One of the goals of wavelet theory is the characterization of properties of
functions through the coefficients cjk of wavelet expansions
f (x)= :
j, k # Z
cjk 2j2g(2jx&k)
where g is the so-called wavelet. Here the coefficients provide a discrete
LittlewoodPaley theory and can be used to characterize the Besov
TriebelLizorkin spaces. We refer to the work of Frazier and Jawerth [22,
23] on the ,-transform and Y. Meyer’s monograph [34] for a complete
description of this mathematical program. Whereas wavelet theory was in
part motivated by the desire to obtain atomic decompositions of these
spaces, Gabor theory originally was a pure L 2-theory with completely dif-
ferent objectives. A priori it is not clear which functional properties can
be characterized by Gabor expansions and what function spaces are
associated with Gabor theory. The importance of the modulation spaces in
this context has been recognized only recently and is far from being fully
explored.
Finally we remark that our results on the invertibility of the Gabor
frame operator do not seem to have any analog in wavelet theory. It is
shown in [34] that the invertibility of the wavelet frame operator depends
on the function space. In this regard Gabor theory is definitely more
satisfactory and appealing.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the Short Time
Fourier Transform and modulation spaces and lists results from earlier
works that are required in the sequel. In Section 3 we analyze the frame
operator on spaces of test functions. Section 4 is devoted to Gabor theory
on general time-frequency lattices, and Section 5 discusses the results on
time-frequency analysis beyond L 2-spaces.
2. GABOR FRAMES AND MODULATION SPACES
This section collects the necessary background on the Short Time
Fourier Transform and Gabor theory.
As usual, L p-spaces, the Schwartz class and the space of tempered dis-
tributions on Rd are denoted by Lp(Rd), S(Rd) and S$(Rd) respectively.
For any continuous, strictly positive function m on Rd the weighted L p-
space L pm(R) is defined by the norm & f &p, m :=& f } m&p . In this paper we
consider two types of weights: (a) submultiplicative weights w of polyno-
mial growth, which means that w(x + y)w(x) w( y) for all x, y # Rd and
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that w(x)=O( |x|N) for some N0, and (b) moderate weights m, i.e., m
satisfies m(x + y)w(x) m( y) for some submultiplicate weight w. In this
case we say that m is moderate with respect to w. Under these assumptions
L pm is invariant under translations, and L
1
w is a convolution algebra.
Given a submultiplicative weight w on Zd, let A w(Td) denote the Banach
algebra of all Fourier series with Fourier coefficients in l1w(Z
d). A well-
known result of Wiener and its extension to the weighted case states that
if h # Aw(Td) and h(t){0 for all t # Td, then 1h(t) # Aw(Td), see [36],
Ch. I.3 or [33], Ch. VIII.3. We will make use of Wiener’s lemma at a
crucial point.
The Fourier transform F is normalized as
Ff (|)= f (|)=|
Rd
f (x) e&2?ix } | dx
for f # L 1(Rd). The time-frequency shifts
Tx f (z) := f (z&x), My f (z) :=e2?iy } zf (z)
commute with F and with each other as
Tx f@ =M&x f , My f@ =Ty f ,
MyTx=e2?ix } yTxMy .
The Short Time Fourier Transform (for short STFT) of a distribution
f # S$(R) with respect to the window g # S is given by
Sg f (x, y) :=|
R
e&2?iy } zg(z&x) f (z) dz
=( f, My Txg) for (x, y) # R2. (4)
It is a well-known tool for the time-frequency representation of signals,
especially of non-stationary signals, see for instance AllenRabiner [1]. It
is also found under the names of Sliding Window Fourier Transform or
FourierWigner transform [21].
In order to study the joint time-frequency behavior of a function, it is
thus natural to look at the properties of the STFT and measure time-
frequency concentration by certain norms of Sg f. This idea leads to the
definition of the modulation spaces which were introduced in [10, 12, 13,
39] and which are defined in the following way. Let 0{ g # S and 1 p,
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q, and let m(x, y) be a moderate weight function on R2d. The modula-
tion space M mp, q(R
d) is defined by the norm
& f &p, q, m=\|Rd _|Rd |Sg f (x, y)|p m(x, y)p dx&
qp
dy+
1q
. (5)
(M mp, q , & }&p, q, m) is a Banach space of tempered distributions, and up to
equivalence of norms, the definition is independent of the analyzing func-
tion g [12]. We write M 0p, q , if the weight is constant.
M mp, q is invariant under translations and modulations. If m is moderate
with respect to w, then the inequality
&TxMy f &p, q, mw(x, y) & f &p, q, m (6)
follows immediately from (5). Among the modulation spaces are the
following function spaces:
(a) the Segal algebra S0(R) as S 0=M
0
1, 1 , and its dual S $0 =M
0
,  ,
see [8, 9],
(b) L2(R)=M 02, 2 , and
(c) the Bessel potential spaces
H s(R)=[ f # S$ : & f &H s :=| | f (t)| 2 (1+t2)s dt<]=M ws2, 2 ,
where ws(x, y)=(1+| y| )s.
For details we refer to [12, 13]. Atomic decompositions of these spaces
are studied in [15, 16, 17, 19, 26].
We could likewise study the norm
\|Rd _|Rd |Sg f (x, y)|p m(x, y)p dy&
qp
dx+
1q
,
but since
Sg f (x, y)=e2?ix } ySg^ f (y,&x),
this amounts to the M mp, q-norm of f and nothing new is gained. The func-
tion spaces defined by the norms & f &p, q, m are treated in [13] under the
name ‘‘generalized amalgam spaces’’.
The modulation spaces are defined in terms of the properties of the
generalized representation coefficients f [ (TxMy g, f ) of the Schro dinger
representation of the reduced Heisenberg group. This observation makes
the modulation spaces a special case of the theory of coorbit spaces [16, 17,
26], therefore we can apply results of these papers without further ado. It
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is certainly possible to prove most of the quoted results directly from
scratch without recourse to group and representation theory, but this
would lengthen the paper considerably.
Among the modulation spaces the spaces S0=M
0
1, 1 and M
w
1, 1 , where w
is a submultiplicative weight, play a special role. They serve as spaces of
test functions with a much simpler structure than the Schwartz space and
they are the appropriate classes for Gabor atoms and windows. Here we
list the properties required in the following.
(S1) S0 is the minimal non-trivial Banach space in S$, which is
isometrically translation and modulation invariant, i.e.
&Tx f &S0=& f &S0 and &My f &S0=& f &S0 . (7)
It is embedded into L p(R), for any p1, and the Fourier algebra FL 1.
(S2) S0(R) is invariant under the Fourier transform, and a Banach
algebra with respect to both convolution and pointwise multiplication. If w
is invariant under rotations, then M w1, 1 is also invariant under the Fourier
transform [18].
(S3) S0 is embedded into Wiener’s algebra W (R), this means that for
every ;>0 there is a constant C;>0, such that
&g&W = :
n # Z
max
x # [0, ;]
| g(x&n;)|C; &g&S0(R) . (8)
In particular, f [ f (k) is a continuous mapping from S0(R) into l1(Z) [9].
By (S2) the same is true for f .
(S4) As a consequence of (S3) the Poisson summation formula holds
for g # S0 with absolute convergence of both sums.
:
n # Z
g(x&n:)=1: :
n # Z
g^(n:)e2?inx: (9)
(S5) In particular, for g # S0 every periodization n # Z g(x&k;)
belongs to A(T).
(S6) The Schwartz space S(R) is an intersection of modulation
spaces
S(R)= ,
n0
M wn1, 1(R),
where wn(x, y)=(1+|x|+| y| )n is of polynomial growth.
(S7) It is easy to give simple sufficient conditions for f # S0. If
R ( | f (x)|
2+| f (x)| 2) (1+|x| )2+= dx< for some =>0, then f # S0(R).
See [11] and [28].
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(S8) The following characterization of S0(R) and M
w
1, 1 in terms of
the ambiguity function was obtained in [18], Thm. 5.1.3.
g # M w1, 1  Sgg # L
1
w(R
2). (10)
(S9) For every g # M w1, 1 and arbitrary lattice constants :, ;>0 it
follows from [17], Lemma 7.2, that
&g&amb := :
k, n # Z
|( g, Mk; Tn: g) | w(n, k)< (11)
Gabor theory seeks descriptions of functions in terms of time-frequency
shifts of a single or several atoms g. Therefore the following operators
occur naturally and their understanding is central. Given a window g and
:>0 and ;>0, the coefficient mapping Cg of f is a regular sampling of the
Short Time Fourier Transform and is defined as
Cg f (k, n) :=ck, n :=( f, Mn: Tk; g) for (k, n) # Z2 (12)
Its formal adjoint is the synthesis mapping Rg acting on sequences
c=(ck, n) (k, n) # Z2 by
Rgc= :
k, n
ck, nMn:Tk; g, (13)
The composition S=Rg b Cg is called the Gabor frame operator and is
formally defined by
Sf =Sg, :, ; f = :
k, n # Z
( f, Mn:Tk; g) Mn:Tk; g (14)
Usually the Gabor frame operator is considered on L 2 only. Our main
goal is a deeper understanding of this operator on other function spaces.
Upon investigating in which sense the above operators are defined, it
becomes clear that S0 and M
w
1, 1 are appropriate window classes in Gabor
analysis.
For this we clarify first that the coefficient and synthesis mappings are
well-defined on all modulation spaces.
Let l mp, q be the sequence space on Z
2 which is defined by the norm
&c&p, q, m=\ :n # Z _ :k # Z |ck, n |
p m(k, n)p&
qp
+
1q
. (15)
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Proposition 2.1 (Boundedness of Coefficient Mapping). Suppose that
m is a function moderate with respect to w and that g # M w1, 1. Then for all
:, ;>0, Cg is bounded from M mp, q into l
m
p, q .
In particular, if g # S0 and :, ;>0, then Cg is a bounded linear map from
l2(R) into L2(Z2) and from S0 into l1(Z2). For general g # L2(R), Cg is
bounded only from L2(R) into c0(Z2), or from S 0(R) into l2(Z2).
This statement is a special case of [17], Thm. 8.1. We also refer to [19]
for an elaboration of some of these arguments. With appropriate duality
theory we obtain similar statements for Rg .
Proposition 2.2 (Boundedness of Synthesis Mapping). Under the same
hypothesis as above, Rg is bounded from lmp, q into M
m
p, q.
In particular, for g # S0 and :, ;>0, Rg is bounded from l2(Z2) into L2(R)
and from l1(Z2) to S0(R), whereas for general g # L 2(R) Rg is bounded from
l1(Z2) into L2, and from l2(Z2) into S $0.
See [16], Thm. 6.1(ii) for a proof of this statement.
For the Gabor frame operator S=Rg b Cg the following statements are
now immediate consequences.
Corollary 2.3 (Boundedness of Frame Operator). If g # M w1, 1, then
Sg, :, ; is bounded on M mp, q for all :, ;>0, p, q1 and all weights m
moderate with respect to w.
If g # S 0(R), then Sg, :, ; is bounded on L 2, as well as on S 0(R) and on S $0.
For general atoms g # L2 the frame operator Sg is bounded from S0(R)
into S $0.
In Section 3 we will give a simple proof of Corollary 2.3 which uses
only (S9).
If Sg, :, ; is invertible on L 2, then [Mn:Tk; g, (k, n) # Z2] is called a Gabor
frame.
We observe that the inverse frame operator S &1g, :, ; is completely deter-
mined by the dual Gabor atom #=S&1g, :, ; g. This is clear from the well
known relations
f =SS &1f = :
k, n # Z
( f, Mn:Tk;#) Mn:Tk;g
=S&1Sf = :
k, n # Z
( f, Mn:Tk;g) Mn:Tk;#. (16)
Applying S&1 once more, we obtain
S&1f = :
k, n # Z
( f, Mn:Tk;#) Mn:Tk; #=R# b C# f. (17)
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These formulae clarify how a function f can be reconstructed from its frame
coefficients ( f, Mn: Tk;g) and how the coefficients in a Gabor expansion
with respect to the atoms Mn:Tk;g are obtained. Fast iterative methods to
compute S&1 and # are discussed in [27] .
As an immediate consequence of (17) we have the following character-
ization.
Corollary 2.4. Assume that g # M w1, 1 and that Sg, :, ; is invertible on
L2(R). Then the restriction of Sg, :, ; to M w1, 1 has a bounded inverse on M
w
1, 1
if and only if # # M w1, 1.
Proof. If # # M w1, 1 then S
&1
g =S# is bounded on M
w
1, 1 by Cor. 2.3.
Conversely, if Sg&1 is bounded on M w1, 1, then of course g # M
w
1, 1 implies
#=S&1g # M w1, 1. K
The boundedness of Cg and Rg on L2 and l 2, respectively, holds under
weaker assumptions than stated in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. In the
investigations of Gabor families by Tolimieri-Orr [38], Janssen [31] , and
DaubechiesLandauLandau [6], the following technical conditions on
atoms g are used. A window g is said to satisfy condition (A) with respect
to a given pair (:, ;) # R2, if
:
k, n # Z
|( g, Mk; Tn: g) |<. (18)
Similarly, we say that (g, g1) satisfies condition (A’) for (:, ;), if
:
k, n # Z
|( g, Mk; Tn: g1) |<. (19)
Condition (A) guarantees that a certain series expansion of Sg, :, ; (see
Proposition 3.1(b)) converges absolutely. From (S9) we see that g # S0
satisfies condition (A) for all (:, ;). By Proposition 2.1 condition (A$) holds
for arbitrary g, g1 # S0 and all :, ;>0.
On the other hand, condition (A) is too weak for a genuine time-frequency
analysis beyond L2(R) and unstable under perturbations. Consider the com-
plete orthonormal system [Mk;Tn; /[0, ;] , k, n # Z]. Clearly g=/[0, ;]
satisfies (A), but with this basis one cannot even distinguish a Schwartz
function from a mere L2-function. It is also easy to see that a slight pertur-
bation of the lattice constants may spoil condition (A). On the other hand,
condition (A) holds for all constants (:, ;), if g # S 0(R).
Thus S0 is a convenient class of windows for Gabor theory, if the time-
frequency lattice is not specified a priori. In fact, the following characteriza-
tion for S0 holds.
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Lemma 2.5. A window g is in S0 if and only if there exists a g1 # S and
sufficiently small :, ;>0, such that (g, g1) satisfy condition (A$) for (:, ;).
Proof. Necessity has already been asserted in Theorem 2.1. Sufficiency
is a special case of Theorem 5.3 in [26].
For a more accessible proof we choose g1(x)=e&?x
2
. Then Sg1 g is essen-
tially the Bargmann transform of g, see [21], and thus Sg1 g is of the form
F(z) e&?|z|22, where F is an entire function. If Sg1 g is known to be in l
1 on
a sufficiently dense lattice in C, then with some complex analysis it is easy
to see that Sg1 g # L
1(R2), i.e. g # S0. K
Although condition (A) is not stable, it is useful for pure L2-theory.
Recently Janssen [32] has shown for rational oversampling that if g
satisfies (A) then the dual window S&1g also satisfies condition (A).
3. ANALYSIS OF THE GABOR FRAME OPERATOR
In this section we analyze the structure and invertibility of the Gabor
frame operator S on spaces of test functions. We always assume that the
window g is in S0 or in M w1, 1. According to the discussion preceeding
Lemma 2.5 this is a convenient, although not the weakest possible assump-
tion for the analysis of S on L2(R). It allows the rearrangement of (double)
series and the application of Poisson’s summation formula without further
justification.
We first derive different representations of the frame operator S.
Proposition 3.1 (Walnut and Janssen Representations) Suppose
g # S 0(R) or M w1, 1(R), respectively. Then Sf can be expressed as follows.
(a) Walnut's representation [40]:
Sf = :
n # Z
Tn: f } Gn (20)
with Gn (x)=1: k # Z g(x&k;) g(x&n:&k;) and n &Gn&A(T)<.
(b) Janssen's representation [31]:
Sf =
1
:;
:
k, n # Z
( g, Mk; Tn: g) Mk;Tn: f. (21)
If f # L2(R), both series converge unconditionally in L 2(R); for f, g # S0(R)
(or M w1, 1(R)) one obtains absolute convergence in S 0(R) (or M
w
1, 1(R)).
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Form (a) goes back to Daubechies [5] and was analyzed in detail
by Walnut [40]. Form (b) was first found by Janssen [31], and inde-
pendently by DaubechiesLandauLandau [6]. For g # S0(R), it follows
easily from (a).
Proof. We verify the statements by direct computation. The inter-
changes of the sums are justified by Proposition 2.1 and 2.2, since g # S0(R)
(or M w1, 1(R)). The validity of Poisson’s summation formula follows from
(S4). Therefore the following manipulations are rigorous for f # S0.
Sf (x) = :
k, n # Z
( f, Mn:Tk;g) Mn:Tk;g(x)
= :
k # Z
Tk;g(x) \ :n # Z ( f } Tk;g)
7 (n:) e2?in:x+
=
(Poisson)
:
k # Z
Tk;g(x) \1: :n # Z ( f } Tk;g)(x&n:)+
= :
n # Z
Tn: f (x) \1: :k # Z g(x&k;) g(x&n:&k;)+
= :
n # Z
Tn: f (x) Gn(x)
=
(Poisson)
:
n # Z
Tn: f (x) \ 1:; :k # Z (g Tn: g)
7 \k;+ e2?ikx;+
=
1
:;
:
n, k # Z
( g, Mk; Tn: g) Mk;Tn: f (x).
The assertion about the convergence of the series follows from (S9) and
:
n # Z
&Gn&A(T)= :
n # Z
1
:
:
k # Z }
1
; |
;
0
Gn (x) e&2?ikx; dx }
=
1
:;
:
n # Z
:
k # Z } |R g(x) g(x&n:) e
&2?ikx; dx }
=
1
:;
:
n, k # Z
|( g, Mk;Tn: g) |<.
If g # M w1, 1(R), then k, n |( g, Mk;Tn: g) | w(n, k) is finite and the series in
(b) converges unconditionally in M w1, 1(R) by Proposition 2.2. K
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Remark. Incidentally, Janssen’s representation furnishes a simple proof
that the frame operator is bounded on M mp, q . For this we use invariance
properties of modulation spaces (6) and obtain
&Sf &p, q, m :
k, n # Z
|( g, Mk;Tn: g) | &Mk;Tn: f &p, q, m
 :
k, n # Z
|( g, Mk;Tn: g) | w \n: ,
k
;+ & f &p, q, m
&g&amb & f &p, q, m .
While Janssen’s form of S is transparent and very useful, Walnut’s form
is more convenient for our analysis. It comprises a hitherto unobserved
Toeplitz structure and thus we can employ methods from the theory of
Toeplitz operators [20, 25].
For this purpose we extend the multipliers Gn, 0 :=Gn (x) to a biinfinite
matrix. For x # R we define the matrix
Gn, k (x)= :
l # Z
g(x&k:&l;) g(x&n:&l;), n, k # Z (22)
and let G(x) be the corresponding operator on l 2(Z).
Theorem 3.2. Suppose g # S0(R). Then
(a) (G(x))x # R is a uniformly bounded family of positive operators on
l 2(Z) and the mapping x [ G(x) is weakly continuous.
(b) G(x+;)=G(x) for all x # R and
Gn, k (x&l:)=Gn+l, k+l(x) \x # R.
In particular, if :;=pq is rational, then Gn+ p, k+ p (x)=Gn, k (x) for all
x # R.
(c) (Third form of the frame operator). For f # L2(R),
(Sf, f )= :
k, n # Z
|
1:
0
Gn, k(x) Tn: f (x) Tk: f (x) dx.
If _(x) and 7(x) are the extreme values of the spectrum of G(x), then the
spectrum of S is contained in [infx # [0, ;] _(x), supx # [0, ;] 7(x)].
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Proof. (a) Let c=(cn) be a finite sequence. Then
:
k, n # Z
ck cn Gn, k(x)= :
l, k, n # Z
ck cn g(x&k:&l;) g(x&n:&l;)
= :
l # Z } :k # Z ck g(x&k:&l;) }
2
0.
To see the uniform boundedness of the G(x), set
#l, k= max
x # [0, ;]
| g(x&k:&l;)|.
For g # S0(R), both k # Z #l, kM uniformly in l # Z and l # Z #l, kM
uniformly in k # Z as a consequence of (S3). By Schur’s lemma [34] , the
operator 1, given by (1c)l :=k # Z #l, k ck , is bounded on l p(Z) for
1 p. Therefore we estimate
:
k, n # Z
ck cn Gn, k(x)= :
l # Z } :k # Z ck g(x&k:&l;) }
2
 :
l # Z \ :k # Z |ck | #l, k+
2
=&1c&22C &c&
2
2 .
Next we show the weak continuity of the family of operators G(x) on
l 2(Z), i.e., that for c, d # l 2(Z), the mapping x [ (G(x) c, d) is continuous.
Since the G(x) are uniformly bounded, it suffices to show the continuity of
x [ k, n ck cn Gn, k(x) on the dense subspace of finite sequences in l 2(Z)
and then use a 3=-argument. Using (S1) and (S2), Tk: g } Tn: g # S0(R) and
by (S3) its periodization Gn, k(x)=l # Z (Tk: g } Tn: g)(x&l;) has an
absolutely convergent Fourier series and is thus continuous. For finite
sequences (cn), k, n ck cn Gn, k(x) is thus a continuous function on R.
(b) The statements on periodicity are obvious. For :;= pq with p,
q relatively prime integers, i.e. 1:=q;p,
Gn+ p, k+p (x)=
1
:
:
l # Z
g \x&k+pp q;&l;+ } g \x&
n+p
p
q;&l;+
=Gn, k (x&q;)=Gn, k (x).
(c) Since
|
1:
0
:
n # Z
| f (x&n:)| 2 dx=& f &22<,
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the sequence (Tn: f (x))n # Z is in l
2(Z) for almost all x # R. With the usual
periodization trick we obtain
(Sf, f )=|

& \ :n # Z Gn, 0(x) Tn: f (x)+ f (x) dx
=|
1:
0
:
k # Z \ :n # Z Gn, 0(x&k:) T(n+k): f (x)+ Tk: f (x) dx.
A rearrangement of the summation, the substitution n+k=l, and the iden-
tity Gn, 0(x&k:)=Gn+k, k (x) yield the desired formula. If
A= inf
x # [0, ;]
_(x) and B= sup
x # [0, ;]
7(x),
then
A :
n # Z
| f (x&n:)| 2 :
n, k
Gn, k (x) Tn: f (x) Tk: f (x)
B :
n # Z
| f (x&n:)|2 for almost all x # R.
The estimates A & f &2 2(Sf, f )B & f &22 follow by integration.
Conversely, assume that A  S  B, but _(x0) < A & = for some
x0 # [0, ;] and =>0. Then there exists a sequence c=(cn) # l 2(Z), so that
(G(x0) c, c) (A&2=3) &c&22 and by continuity there is a neighbor-
hood U[0, ;], such that k, n ck cn Gn, k(x)<(A&=3) &c&22. Set f =
k # Z c&k Tk: /U , then
(Sf, f )=|
U
Gn, k(x) ckcn dx\A&=3+ &c&22 *(U)=\A&
=
3+ & f &22 ,
a contradiction. Thus the theorem is proved completely. K
We remark in passing that Theorem 3.2 provides a criterion on the
parameters :, ; so that the Gabor frame operator is invertible.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose g # S0(R). Then Sg, :, ; is invertible on L 2 if
and only if G(x) is invertible on l 2(Z) and 0<A_(x)7(x)B< for
all x # [0, ;]. Writing 1(x)=G(x)&1, the inverse Gabor frame operator is
(S &1f, g) = :
n, k # Z
|
1:
0
1n, k (x) Tn: f (x) Tk: g(x) dx. (23)
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Next we turn our attention to the case of rational oversampling. If
:; # Q, then S and G(x) respectively possess an additional structure. For
this we elaborate on Theorem 3.2(b) and introduce some more notation.
If :;= pq, p, q # Z, then Gn+ p, k+ p(x)=Gn, k(x) for all n, k # Z, x # R.
Interpreted in another way, this means that G(x) is an infinite block
Toeplitz matrix with p_p-blocks. Let
(Gr, s) j, k=Gj+rp, k+sp j, k # [0, 1, ..., p&1], r, s # Z
then Gr+1, s+1=Gr, s as an identity of p_p-matrices. Gr, s depends only on
r&s, Gr, s=Gr&s, 0 , and thus the infinite block matrix [Gr, s ]r, s # Z of p_p
blocks has a block Toeplitz structure.
Based on this particular structure of the Gabor frame operator for
rational oversampling we are now able to prove the main theorem of this
paper.
Theorem 3.4. Assume that :;= pq, 1p, q # Z, relatively prime, and
that w is a submultiplicative weight of polynomial growth.
If (A) g # M w1, 1 and
if (B) S is invertible on L2(R),
then Sg, :, ; is invertible on M w1, 1.
Before we look at the technical details of the proof, let us explain the
‘‘classical’’ idea behind it. If Sj, k=sj&k , j, k # Z, is an infinite Toeplitz
matrix, then Sc=s V c is just the convolution of s with c # l 2(Z). Taking
Fourier series, we know that S is invertible on l 2(Z) iff (k sk e2?ik|)&1 #
L(T) and that S&1c=q V c for some sequence q. If in addition s # l 1(Z),
then by Wiener’s Lemma q # l 1(Z), too, and thus S is invertible on all
l p(Z), 1p< [36].
After the remarks on the structure of S it is clear that we only need a
vectormatrix-valued version of the classical argument. We refer to
Fillmore [20], Ch. 4, or Gohberg [25], Ch. XIII, for more details.
Proof. Following the above outline, the proof is carried out in several
steps.
1. Let G (x, y)=k # Z Gk, 0(x)e
2?iky;. This is a p_p-matrix for each
(x, y) # [0, ;]2. Corresponding to the infinite matrix G(x) acting in l 2(Z)
is the ‘‘multiplication’’ operator G (x, y) acting on
h( y)=\h1( y), ..., hp( y)+ # 
p
l=1
L2(0, ;)
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by
(G (x, y) h(y))k= :
p
l=1
G (x, y)k, l hl (y).
By construction, G (x, } ) is unitarily equivalent to G(x). The equivalence
U : l 2(Z)  
p
l=1
L 2(0, ;)
is given explicitly by Uc=h, where hl ( y)=n # Z cl+ pn e
2?iny;. It is easily
checked that G (x, } )=U&1G(x)U for all x. Thus G (x, .) and G(x) have the
same spectrum. In particular, if the frame operator S is invertible with
spectrum in [A, B], then by Corollary 3.3, each G (x, } ) is invertible with
spectrum in [A, B] for all x. Since the inverse of G (x, } ) is obviously
G (x, y)&1h( y), this means that G (x, y) is invertible for (almost) all
(x, y) # [0, ;]2 with uniformly bounded inverses.
2. Since Gk, 0(x) is ;-periodic, G is ;-periodic in x and y and we can
expand G into a double Fourier series
G (x, y)= :
j, k # Z
:j, ke2?i( jx+ky);,
where the coefficients :j, k are p_p matrices defined by
:j, k=
1
; |
;
0
Gk, 0(x)e&2?ijx; dx.
Next we compute the entries of :j, k . Since
(Gk, 0(x))m, n=Gm+kp, n (x)
= :
l # Z
g(x&n:&l;) g(x&(m + kp):&l;),
we obtain
(:j, k)m, n=
1
; |
;
0
Gm+kp, n (x) e&2?ijx; dx
=
1
; |R g(x&n:) g(x&(m+kp):)e
&2?ijx; dx
=
1
;
( g, M j;T(m&n+kp): g) e&2?ijn:;.
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3. Since g # M w1, 1(R), we know by (S9) that the quantity
&g&amb=k, n # Z |( g, Mk;Tn: g) | w(n, k) is finite. Consequently, for fixed
entry (m, n),
:
j, k # Z
|(:j, k)m, n|
1
;
&g&amb
This means that each entry of G (x, y) is in Aw (T2).
4. Since Aw (T
2) is an algebra with respect to pointwise multiplica-
tion, det (G (x, y)) is also in Aw (T 2). Since G (x, y) is invertible for all
(x, y) # [0, ;]2, Wiener’s lemma implies that (det G (x, y))&1 # Aw (T2) as
well. Using Cramer’s rule and the algebra property of Aw (T
2) once more,
we conclude that all entries of G (x, y)&1 are in Aw (T2).
5. Let H (x, y)=G (x, y)&1. In order to show that S is invertible on
M w1, 1, we have to reverse the procedure that led from S to G . The infinite
matrix H(x)=U&1 H (x, } ) U is the inverse of G(x) and is also a block
Toeplitz matrix with p_p blocks. Explicitly, this relation between H and H
is given by
H (x, y)= :
n # Z
:
k # Z
;n, k e2?i(nx+ky);= :
k # Z
Hk, 0(x)e2?iky;, (24)
where ;n, k and Hk, 0(x) are p_p-matrices, (Hk, 0(x))m, n=Hm+pk, n (x), and
for each entry (r, s) # [0, ..., p&1]2,
:
n, k # Z
|(;n, k)r, s| w(n, k)<.
6. Then the inverse of S is
S&1 f (x)= :
n # Z
Hn, 0(x) Tn: f (x)
= :
p&1
r=0
:
k # Z \Hk, 0(x)+r, 0 T(r+kp): f (x)
= :
p&1
r=0
:
k, n # Z
(;n, k)r, 0 Mn;T(r+kp): f (x). (25)
The coefficients of Mn;Tk: f are in l 1w(Z
2), hence S &1 is bounded on M w1, 1
by Theorem 2.2.
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7. Finally we verify that S&1, as given by (25) is indeed the inverse
of S. If we choose f continuous with compact support, then
[Tn: f (x), n # Z] is a finite sequence for each x # R, and
S&1Sf (x)= :
n # Z
Hn, 0(x) Tn: \ :k # Z Gk, 0(x) Tk: f (x)+
= :
k, n # Z
Hn, 0(x) Tn: Gk, 0(x) T(n+k): f (x).
We set n + k=l and recall that Tn: Gk, 0(x)=Gn+k, n(x), thus
S &1Sf (x)= :
l # Z \ :n # Z Gl, n(x) Hn, 0(x)+ Tl: f (x)
= :
l # Z
$l, 0 Tl: f (x)= f (x)
because G(x) H(x)=Id on l 2(Z). Thus Theorem 3.4 is proved completely. K
Corollary 3.5. If :; # Q, g # M w1, 1(R) for some polynomial weight w,
and S is invertible on L2, then the dual window #=S&1g is also in M w1, 1(R).
Corollary 3.6. If :; # Q, g # S(R), and S is invertible on L2, then
# # S(R).
Proof. By (S6), we have g # M wn1, 1(R) and thus by Corollary 3.5
# # M wn1, 1(R) for each n, hence # # S(R), again by (S6). K
This result was already obtained by Janssen [31] without the restriction
on :;, by means of a completely different method.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose that g # M w1, 1(R) and :, ; > 0, :; # Q. Then
S is invertible on L2 if and only if S is invertible on M w1, 1(R).
Proof. If S is invertible on M w1, 1(R), then its adjoint S* is invertible on
the dual space (M w1, 1(R))$=M
1w
, (R). So S is a positive operator on L
2,
S=S* on M 1w, (R), and S
&1 is bounded on both M w1, 1(R) and
M 1w, (R). Then S
&1 must be bounded on L2(R), since L2(R) is an inter-
polation space between M w1, 1(R) and its dual by [16], Thm. 4.7(ii). The
converse is Theorem 3.4. K
Remark 3.2. In the proof of Theorem 3.4 we have made use of the
peculiar Toeplitz structure hidden in the frame operator for rational over-
sampling. We conjecture that the result remains true for arbitrary values of
: and ;. Janssen’s result [31] for the Schwartz class S(R) is a strong
indication for the validity of this conjecture.
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Remark 3.3. If :, ;>0 are given and supp g[0, 1:], then Gn, 0(x)=0
for n{0, and by Prop. 3.1a) the frame operator is the multiplication
operator
Sf (x)=G0, 0(x) f (x). (26)
If g # S0(R), then G0, 0 # A(T) by (S2) and (S3). In this case the invertibility
of S on S0(R) follows directly with Wiener’s lemma, without any restriction
on : and ;. If supp g^[0, 1;], then Sf is a convolution operator and the
same conclusion holds. For this special case see also [29, 4].
Remark 3.4. It is likely that an alternative proof of Theorem 3.4 could
be given with Zak transform methods along the lines of Janssen [32]. To
point out the relation between the Zak transform and the Toeplitz struc-
ture of the frame operator we calculate G (x, y) for :=;=1. Then each
G(x) is a Toeplitz matrix, and
G (x, y)= :
n # Z
Gn, 0(x) e2?iny
= :
n # Z
:
k # Z
g(x&k) g(x&n&k) e2?iny
= :
k, n
g(x&k) e&2?iky g(x&(n+k)) e&2?i(n+k) y
= }:n g(x&n) e
&2?iny }
2
:=|Zg(x, y)| 2,
where Zg is the Zak transform of g. More complicated relations seem to
exist between the entries of G (x, y) and Zg in the general case. We prefer
our proof of Theorem 3.4, because it makes use of an interesting Toeplitz
structure.
4. GENERAL TIME-FREQUENCY LATTICES
We discuss the theory of Gabor frames of the form [M*1 T*2g : (*1 , *2) # 4],
where 4R2 is a general lattice in R2, and not necessarily of the form
:Z_;Z. Interest in this generalizations stems from recent numerical
experiments [14] which indicate that time-frequency analysis on other
lattices, e.g. hexagonal lattices, is sometimes more efficient. Generalizations
of Gabor theory in a different direction are found in Ron and Shen [37].
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Let 4 be a lattice in R2; then there exists some invertible 2_2 matrix A
such that 4=AZ2. If A1=A } ( 10
0
&1), then also 4=A1Z
2 and det (A1)=
&det (A). Therefore we assume without loss of generality that det (A)>0.
For a vector z=(x, y) # R2 we write
?(z)=?(x, y) :=MyT&x . (27)
The Gabor frame operator Sg,4 over 4 with window g is formally defined
as
Sg, 4 f := :
* # 4
( f, ?(*) g) ?(*) g. (28)
If 4=(:Z)_(;Z), we recover the usual form of the Gabor frame
operator.
It is now of interest to see whether and how the fundamental results of
Gabor theory, e.g. Janssen’s representation of S, the WexlerRaz relations
or the BalianLow theorem, carry over to this general situation. Although
mathematical intuition would not expect any big changes, it is not imme-
diately clear how these results could be proved for Sg,4 and general 4,
since the proof of Proposition 3.1 does not go through any more. In par-
ticular, it will be necessary to find the explicit form of the adjoint lattice,
required in Janssen’s representation.
Our analysis will proceed via the representation theory of the Heisenberg
group and the metaplectic representation. Since these tools do not show up
in the final results, we first state and discuss the results and then introduce
the concepts necessary to prove them.
Theorem 4.1 (Janssen’s form). Assume that g # S 0(R) and 4=AZ2.
Then with 4%=(det A)&1 4,
Sg, 4 f = :
* # 4b
( g, ?(*) g) ?(*) f
and the sum converges absolutely in the operator norm on L2 and on S0(R).
If g # M w1, 1(R) for a radial polynomial weight w, w(x, y)=(1+|x|+| y| )
a,
for some a0, then the sum converges absolutely in M w1, 1(R).
If 4=(:Z)_(;Z), then A=( :0
0
;), det A=:;, and 4%=(;
&1Z)_(:&1Z).
Thus Theorem 4.1 does indeed extend Janssen’s original result.
Remark 4.1. The ‘‘adjoint lattice’’ 4% is exactly the commutant of 4 in
the sense that 4%=[z # R2 : ?(z) ?(*)=?(*) ?(z) for all * # 4].
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Next we state the WexlerRaz relations for Sg,4 . These relations were
found by Wexler and Raz in [42] and proved rigorously by Janssen in [31]
and independently by DaubechiesLandauLandau in [6]. They provide
a remarkable relation between the window g and any dual window #.
More precisely, under suitable conditions on g, h # L2(R), a reconstruction
formula
f = :
n, k # Z
( f, M:nT;kh) M:nT;kg (30)
is equivalent to the biorthogonality conditions
( g, Mk;Tn:h) =:;$k, 0$n, 0 ; k, n # Z. (31)
Here is a general version of this important result, together with some new
interpretations:
Theorem 4.2 (WexlerRaz for Groups). Let 4=AZ2 be a lattice, and
4%=(det A)&1 4, and g # S0(R), such that [?(*) g : * # 4] is a frame.
Suppose that h # L2 defines a bounded coefficient mapping
Ch f =(( f, ?(*) h) )* # 4
from L2(R) to l 2(4). Then
f = :
* # 4
( f, ?(*) h) ?(*) g (32)
is equivalent to
( g, ?(*$) h) =det A } $*$, 0 for *$ # 4%. (33)
Formula (33) is referred to as the WexlerRaz biorthogonality condition.
The general version of the main result Theorem 3.4 now reads as follows.
Theorem 4.3. Let 4=AZ2 be a lattice with det A # Q and let w be a
radial symmetric polynomial weight. If
(a) g # M w1, 1(R) and (b) Sg,4 is invertible on L
2(R),
then Sg,4 is invertible on M w1, 1.
Finally we discuss the case of the critical sampling density, i.e., 4=AZ2
and det A=1. The well-known BalianLow theorem [2] states that if
[MkTn g : k, n # Z] is a frame for L2(R), then either xg(x)  L 2(R) or
g$  L2(R), or using modulation spaces, g  M w12, 2 , with w1(x, y)=1+|x|+| y|.
In other words, at the critical density no good time-frequency localization
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is possible. We refer to [3] for a detailed discussion of the BalianLow
theorem and a collection of further references.
In view of the embedding (S7) of weighted L 2-spaces into S 0, we might
expect a new version of the BalianLow theorem in which S0(R) figures
instead of conditions on time-frequency concentration. Here is a version
that works for all critical lattices.
Theorem 4.4 (BalianLow for TF-subgroups). Let 4=AZ2 with
det A=1. If [?(*) g : * # 4] is a frame for L 2(R) with dual window #, then
either g  S0(R) or #  S0(R).
We now turn to the proofs of these theorems. For these some facts about
the Heisenberg group and its representation theory are necessary. In our
presentation we follow the excellent book of G. Folland [21], to which we
refer for more information and proofs.
Define on H :=R_R_T a group multiplication by
(x, y, {) } (u, v, ’)=(x+u, y+v, {’e?i(xv& yu)), (34)
where x, y, u, v # R, {, ’ # C, |{|=|’|=1. This is the (reduced) Heisenberg
group and it has a distinguished irreducible unitary representation ? on
L2(R) by translation and modulation. The Schro dinger representation ?
from H into the unitary operators on L 2(R) is given as
?(x, y, {) f (t)={e?ixye2?iyt f (t+x) , x, y, t # R, { # T, (35)
or ?(x, y, {)={e?ixyMyT&x . Often it is convenient to write z=(x, y) and
?(z, {). By a slight abuse of notation we suppress the trivial factor { and
write ?(x, y)=MyT&x for ?(x, y, e &?ixy). This is irrelevant, since
Sg,4f = :
* # 4
( f, ?(*, {) g) ?(*, {) g (36)
is independent of { # T.
The Stonevon Neumann theorem ([21]) asserts that any irreducible
unitary representation \ of H on a Hilbert space H that satisfies
\(0, 0, {) h={h, { # T, h # H, is unitarily equivalent to the Schro dinger
representation ?. This means that there is a unitary operator U : H  L2(R)
such that
\(x, y, {)=U&1 ?(x, y, {) U for all (x, y, {) # H. (37)
Any matrix M which leaves the symplectic form [(x, y), (u, v)]=xv& yu
on R2 invariant, defines an automorphism of H in the following way:
:M(z, {)=(Mz, {) for z # R2, { # T. (38)
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On R2, this group of matrices coincides with the group of 2_2-matrices of
determinant 1, SL (2, R), whereas in higher dimensions this would be the
symplectic group.
For M # SL (2, R) one considers the irreducible unitary representation
?M=? b :M or ?M(z, {)=?(Mz, {) for z # R2, { # T. (39)
Since ?M(0, {)=?(0, {) agree on the torus component of H, by the Stone
von Neumann theorem there exists a unitary operator _(M) so that
?(Mz, {)=_(M) ?(z, {) _(M)&1. (40)
Although _(M) is defined only up to a phase factor in T, it can be shown
that the phase can be chosen such that M [ _(M) becomes a unitary
representation of a twofold cover of SL (2, R) (see [21], Ch. 4., for details).
_ is the so-called metaplectic representation. For certain generating matrices
M # SL (2, R) the _(M) are familiar operators. For instance, if M=( a0
0
1a),
then _(M) f (t)=a&12 f (ta) is the dilation operator; for M=( 1c
0
1) it
is multiplication by a chirp _(M) f (t)=e&?icx2 f (t); and the rotation
M=( 0&1
1
0) yields _(M)=i
12F&1, i.e., a multiple of the inverse Fourier
transform.
The metaplectic representation is the main tool for proving the theorems
of this section. We show first that these operators leave certain spaces of
test functions M w1, 1(R) invariant.
Lemma 4.5. If w=wa=(1+|x| 2+| y| 2)a2 is a radial polynomial, then
_(M) is bounded on M w1, 1(R).
Proof. This is a special case of Thm. 29 in [18]. We include its easy
proof for completeness. Recall from (S8) that g # M w1, 1 if and only if
(g, ?(z) g) # L 1w (R
2). For _(M) g we check
||
R2
|(_(M) g, ?(z) _(M) g) | w(z) dz
=||
R2
|( g, _(M)&1 ?(z) _(M) g) | w(z) dz
=||
R2
|( g, ?(M&1z) g) | w(z) dz
=||
R2
|( g, ?(z) g) | w(Mz) dz.
Since w(Mz)Cw(z) for some constant C>0, and since g # M w1, 1(R), this
implies _(M) g # M w1, 1(R). K
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Next we relate the frame operator on a general lattice 4 to the frame
operator on a product lattice (:Z)2.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that 4=AZ2 and g # S 0(R). Writing A=:M with
:=(det A)12 and det(M)=1, and 40=(:Z)2, we have
Sg,4=_(M) S_(M)&1 g, 40 _(M)
&1. (41)
Proof. The unitary equivalence (40) implies that for f # L2(R)
Sg,4 f = :
* # 4
( f, ?(*) g) ?(*) g
= :
k # Z2
( f, ?(M:k) g) ?(M:k) g
= :
k # Z2
( f, _(M) ?(:k) _(M)&1 g) _(M) ?(:k) _(M)&1 g
=_(M) \ :k # Z2 (_(M)
&1 f, ?(:k) _(M&1) g)+ ?(:k) _(M)&1 g
=_(M) S_(M)&1 g, 40 _(M)
&1 f. K
Thus the Gabor frame operator on an arbitrary lattice is unitarily equiv-
alent to a Gabor frame operator on a product lattice. As a consequence all
results on Gabor frames can be transferred to Gabor frames on general
lattices.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since
S_(M)&1 g, 40= :
k # Z2
(_(M)&1 g, ?(k:) _(M)&1 g) ?(k:)
by Thm. 3.1(b), Lemma 4.6 leads to the representation
Sg, 4=_(M) S_(M)&1 g, 40 _(M)
&1= :
k # Z2
( g, ?(Mk:) g) ?(Mk:). (42)
For g # S0(R) the sum converges absolutely in the operator norm. The
adjoint lattice is 40=:&1 MZ2=:&2AZ2=(det A&1) 4 as stated. K
Proof of Theorem 4.2. If 4=(:Z)_(;Z), the equivalence is known to
be true by the work of Janssen [31] and DaubechiesLandauLandau [6].
For 4=:SZ2 we argue as follows. The same computation as in Lemma 4.6
yields that
f = :
* # 4
( f, ?(*) h) ?(*) g
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if and only if
f = :
k # Z2
( f, ?(k:) _(M)&1 h) ?(k:) _(M)&1 g. (43)
Since ( f, ?(k:) _(M)&1h)=(_(M) f, ?(Mk:)h) , C_(M)&1h : L 2(R)  l 2(Z2)
is bounded; and [?(k:)_(M)&1g : k # Z2] is a frame. By the WexlerRaz
identities for the product lattice (aZ)2, (43) is equivalent to
(_(M)&1 g, ?(k:) _(M)&1 h) =:2$k, 0 for k # Z2,
or again with (40)
(g, _(M) ?(k:) _(M)&1 h) =(g, ?(Mk:)h) =$k,0 , (44)
and since :&1 MZ2=4%,
(g, ?(*$) h)=$*$, 0 for all *$ # 4%. (45)
Proof of Theorem 4.3. From Theorem 3.4, we know that S_(M)&1 g, 40 is
invertible on M w1, 1(R). Therefore Sg,4 is invertible on the M
w
1, 1(R) by
Lemma 4.6 and the boundedness of _(S)\1 on M w1, 1. K
Proof of Theorem 4.4. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that
g # S 0(R) and 4=AZ2, det A=1. Using the facts that
1. g~ =_(A)&1 g # S 0(R),
2. that _(A)\1 are bounded on S0(R), and
3. that Sg, 4=_(A) Sg~ , Z2 _(A)
&1,
it is sufficient to consider the frame operator Sg~ , Z2 on the critical lattice Z
2.
We set as in (22)
Gn, k (x)= :
l # Z
g~ (x&k&l ) g~ (x&n&l )=Gn&k, 0(x). (46)
For x # R, G(x) is a Toeplitz matrix and we form the double Fourier series
G (x, y)= :
n # Z
Gn, 0(x) e2?iny= :
n, k
:n, k e2?i(kx+ny). (47)
Then G # A(T2) by Step 3 in the proof of Thm. 3.4 and by Remark 3.4
G (x, y)=|Zg(x, y)| 2.
Since for g # S0(R), the Zak-transform Zg is continuous by (S3), it must
have a zero due to its quasi-periodicity, so Zg(x0 , y0)=0 (see [5, 21].)
But as we have observed earlier, G (x0 , y0)=0 means that G(x0) is not
invertible on l 2(Z). From Corollary 3.3 we infer that Sg~ , Z2 and thus
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also Sg, 4 are not invertible. Altogether we have therefore proven that if
g # S 0(R), then [?(*) g : * # 4] cannot be a frame for L 2(R). K
5. SOME CONSEQUENCES
In this section we discuss the time-frequency analysis of general distribu-
tions by considering the frame operator on arbitrary modulation spaces.
The following theorem on time-frequency analysis of distributions is now
an easy consequence of Theorem 3.4.
Theorem 5.1. Assume that g # M w1, 1 , :; # Q, and that Sg, :, ; is invertible
on L 2(R). Then Sg, :, ; is invertible on all modulation spaces M mp, q for all
1 p, q and all weights m moderate with respect to w.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4 S is invertible on M w1, 1 and thus #=
S&1g # M w1, 1 as well. By Cor. 2.3 R# b C# is bounded on M
m
p, q and by (17)
S&1=R# b C# is bounded on M w1, 1 . Since M
w
1, 1 is dense in M
m
p, q , if
1p, q< and w*-dense otherwise, we conclude that S&1=R# b C# on all
of M mp, q . K
In the language of [26] this result states that [Mn: Tk;g, (k, n) # Z2] is
a Banach frame for all M mp, q . Thus the time-frequency behavior of f, in
particular its smoothness and decay properties, can be determined unam-
biguously and constructively from the frame coefficients ( f, Mn:Tk;g).
In the unweighted case the following sharper result holds.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that g # S0(R) and :; # Q. Then the following are
equivalent:
1. Sg, :, ; is invertible on L 2(R).
2. There exist p, q, 1p, q, so that Sg, :, ; is invertible on M 0p, q .
3. Sg, :, ; is invertible on all M 0p, q , 1p, q.
Proof. The implications (1) O (2), (3) are contained in Theorem 5.1,
(3) O (1) is clear, since L2=M 02, 2 .
For (2) O (1) we observe that S and S&1 are self-adjoint. Therefore S is
also invertible on the dual space M 0p$, q$ , where 1p$+1p=1. But L
2 occurs
as an interpolation space between M 0p, q and M
0
p$, q$ [16]. Therefore S is
invertible on L2. K
We leave it as an exercise to formulate these statements for general time-
frequency lattices in R2.
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Remark 5.1. We wish to underline several facets of Theorem 5.1. Its
statement is very much in the spirit of Wiener’s classical lemma. Inver-
tibility on a Hilbert space and some extra condition on the window func-
tion imply already the invertibility on other spaces. It is remarkable that
the required sampling density is independent of the parameters.
Previous results had only shown that for sufficiently small :, ;>0 and
g # M w1, 1 , the frame operator was invertible on M
m
p, q . Now it is sufficient to
check invertibility on L2 only. This is certainly much easier and can some-
times be done with Hilbert space techniques [5] . In view of earlier results
in [26] this is a strong and rather surprising statement.
Remark 5.2. One might conjecture that a similar statement holds in
wavelet theory. However, this is false!
In wavelet theory one considers for a given ‘‘wavelet’’ g # L 2 its translates
and dilates gjk(x)=2 j2g(2 jx&k), j, k # Z. The function spaces that can be
characterized through wavelet theory are the BesovTriebelLizorkin
spaces, among them all L p-spaces. We refer to [23, 34] for expositions of
this material.
In [34], a function g # S is constructed such that (a) [gjk : j, k # Z] is a
frame for L2, but (b) this set is not total in Lp for p > 2 or in the Ho lder
spaces C :. In particular, the frame operator Sf =j, k # Z ( f, gjk) gjk is
invertible on L2(R), but not on L p, p>2, or on C :.
Thus Theorem 3.4 does not follow from abstract principles, but the
structure of the Heisenberg group seems to be essential for these results.
The next consequence of Theorem 3.4 concerns the linear independence
of Gabor functions.
Theorem 5.3. Assume that g # S0 , 4=AZ2 with det A # Q, and that
Sg, 4 is invertible on L2(R). Then * # 4% c* ?(*) g=0 for c # l
(4) if and
only if c*=0 for all * # 4%.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, # is in S0. We rewrite the WexlerRaz identities
from Theorem 4.2 as (?(*) g, ?(+) #) =$*, + for *, + # 4%. Since the partial
sums of * # 4 b c* ?(*) g converge in the weak* topology, we can use the
biorthogonality relations to obtain
0= :* # 4 b c* ?(*) g, ?(+) #=:* c* $*, +=c+
and the assertion is proved. K
Remark 5.3. This theorem expresses a very strong form of linear
independence of the functions [?(*) g, * # 4%]. The hypothesis that
[?(*) g, * # 4] is a frame is essential. For instance, if g(x)=e&?x2, then
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[Mk Tng, k, n # Z] is not a frame for L2, but k, n # Z ck, nMkTng=0 for
some c # l 2(Z2) implies c=0.
Nevertheless we have that k, n # Z (&1)k+n MkTn g=0 as a weakly con-
verging sum in S $0 , as was shown by Janssen [30]. For more discussion
and various concepts of linear independence of Gabor families, the reader
should consult [38].
Remark 5.4. In Hilbert space theory the quality of a frame is usually
judged by the condition number &S&op &S &1&op of the frame operator
norms. In this sense, orthonormal Gabor bases are optimally conditioned,
since Sg, 4 is the identity. However, as the BalianLow theorem and the tri-
vial example of the basis [MkTn /[0, 1] , k, n # Z] show, such orthonormal
bases are completely inadequate for time-frequency analysis.
Theorem 3.4 shows that it is rather the properties of g and the dual
window # which grant the possibility of a good time-frequency analysis.
Therefore we suggest that the condition number and the quality of a Gabor
frame should be measured by the quantity &g&1, 1, w } &#&1, 1, w or a similar
expression. It would be interesting to test this idea numerically.
The fact that both the window g and its dual window # are well concen-
trated implies that compression methods based on thresholding preserve
modulation spaces up to a certain order of smoothness. Here thresholding
means that we keep only the large coefficients in a Gabor series [7].
To be specific, assume that the frame operator Sg, 4 is invertible. Writing
c*=( f, ?(*) #) , we have
f = :
* # 4
c* ?(*) g
and the truncated expansion with threshold $>0 is
T$ f = :
|c*|>$
c* ?(*) g. (48)
The following simple result on the non-linear truncation operator for
Gabor expansions shows that the modulation spaces are the correct spaces
for approximation theory with Gabor atoms.
Proposition 5.4. Assume that g # M w1, 1 and Sg, 4 is invertible on L
2.
Then there is a constant C independent of $ such that
&T$ f &p, q, mC & f &p, q, m
for f # M mp, q and m moderate with respect to w.
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Proof. By Theorem 5.1 S is invertible on all M mp, q. Write c
($) for the
truncated sequence in (48), then by Prop. 2.1 and 2.2
&T$ f &p, q, mC &c($)&p, q, mC &c&p, q, mC $ & f &p, q, m . K
Finally we mention that the main result of Theorem 3.4 carries over to
higher dimensions without any modifications. In d dimensions we consider
a product lattice 1=> di=1(:iZ)_>
d
i=1 (;iZ) of the ‘‘time-frequency’’
space R2d. Rational oversampling amounts to the assumption :i ;i # Q for
i=1, ..., d. Without loss of generality we may write :i ;i=pqi for p, qi # N.
Thus one can prove the following as in Theorem 3.4 after interpreting all
variables and indices as vectors in Rd, Zd, or Td.
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that g # M w1, 1(R
d). Then the Gabor frame
operator
Sf = :
(#1, #2) # 1
( f, M#1 T#2 g) M#1 T#2 g
is invertible on L 2(Rd) if and only if it is invertible on M w1, 1(R
d).
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